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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a new Image Based Rendering technique aimed at increasing the realism of textured
cylindrical surfaces by adding 3D details and enhancing the depth conceived by the viewer. Cylindrical relief
texture mapping extends the existing work on planar relief textures by using cylinders as warp surfaces. After
mapping the planar relief texture to a reference cylinder, cylindrical warping equations are used to generate an
intermediate image for texture mapping the reference cylinder and introducing motion parallax. The strength of
the technique is demonstrated by the visual realism provided, with examples showing how the proposed method
can be used for generating depth enhanced panoramas and improved endoscopic simulations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, image-based rendering (IBR)
has established itself as a powerful alternative to
conventional geometry-based computer graphics. A
set of images or depth-enhanced images is used to
synthesize novel views of either synthetic or real
environments. The advantages of using image-based
rendering methods include,
•

Efficient representation, modeling
rendering of complex objects

•

Sustained or enhanced system performance

•

Increased rendering realism by accounting
for global illumination and inter-object
reflectance

and
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The most familiar IBR method is texture mapping
[Blin76], which is the first technique to represent
complex materials that are hard to model and render.
A major limitation of texture mapping is that texture
mapped surfaces still appear as 2-D images painted
onto flat polygons. They lack 3D details and don’t
exhibit appropriate parallax as the viewpoint changes.
To address these problems, several extensions have
been proposed over the years. Blinn [Blin78]
developed a bump mapping technique that enables
the surface to appear dimpled by applying
perturbations to surface normals. The technique
modifies the shading equation without affecting the
real geometry. The results, however, are not always
convincing especially when viewed from certain
positions, as silhouette edges can appear to pass
through depressions [Watt00]. Other methods such
as displacement maps ( rendered as mesh of micro
polygons ) and height fields proved either
computationally prohibitive or not being able to
handle situations where the depth values are
considerably large compared to the surface being
rendered. Better illusion of depth can be achieved at
interactive rates by using image-based rendering
methods, with which the texture image is associated
with a depth map used in the image generation

process. This is referred to as image-based rendering
by warping (IBRW) [Pope01].

the target image plane. The 3D image warping
equation is defined as [Mcmi97]:
−1

−1

x 2 = δ ( x1 ) M 2 (C1 − C 2 ) + M 2 M 1 x1
Due to the fact that IBRW techniques can only warp
depth-augmented images onto 2D planes, their
applications are limited to planar polygons. The
purpose of this work is to extend the previous work
by Oliveira and Bishop [Oliv00b] for cylindrical
relief texture mapping. Features of cylindrical relief
texturing include:
•

It adds 3D details and motion parallax to
texture images mapped onto cylinders or
surfaces enclosed by cylinders.

•

It can be used to construct depth-enhanced
panoramas that enable viewing complex
scenes at interactive rates with enhanced
realism and increased freedom of movement.

•

It is suitable for a wide range of new
applications that use closed surface models
such as endoscopic simulation.

In the subsequent sections, we discuss previous work
in 3D image-based rendering that is related to our
method and describe the key stages involved in the
cylindrical relief texture mapping process. Details
about the derivation of the cylindrical warping
equations are provided and the value of the proposed
technique is demonstrated by two examples showing
depth enhanced panoramas and endoscopic
simulations.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
Image-based rendering techniques are becoming
increasingly popular in recent years. While some
image-based methods rely almost entirely on images
to generate novel views [Levo96, Gort96, Shum99,
Szel97], others depend on geometric or depth
information about the scene being rendered [Blinn76,
Rade99, Debe98]. In general, image-based rendering
techniques can be classified into three main
categories based on the amount of geometric
information used: without geometry, implicit
geometry and full geometry or depth methods
[Shum00]. The technique presented here deals with
images augmented with per-pixel depth information.

3D Image Warping [Mcmi97] maps visible points,
each associated with a generalized disparity value,
from source to target images. Along with the source
camera model, the generalized disparity values
provide a representation of the structure of the scene.
A new image can be rendered from a nearby target
viewpoint by projecting the source image pixels to
their 3D positions and then re-projecting them onto

where x2(u2,v2) is the target image point coordinates,
M1, C1, M2 and C2 define the source and target
camera models respectively. In the above equation,
x1(u1,v1) represents the source image point
coordinates, and δ ( x1 ) the generalized disparity
value at x1.

Shade et al [Shad98] describe the sprites with depth
technique to provide enhanced parallax effects over
ordinary sprites. An out-of-plane displacement
component is added to each pixel in the sprite
forming a displacement map. To avoid the usual
problems related to forward mapping, e.g. filling
holes and determining appropriate resampling, the
displacement map is first forward mapped to the
target view plane. The resulting map is then used with
the inversely warped target view pixels and the
epipole [Sawh94] of the target view to determine new
pixel coordinates. Although this technique may look
similar to relief texture mapping, there are intrinsic
differences between the two [Oliv00b].

Debevec
[Debe96]
presents
view-dependent
texturing, an improved IBR texturing method aimed
at increasing the realism of rendered geometric
models. A set of images taken from different viewing
angles for the same model is used. The images are
projected onto the model using projective texture
mapping [Debe98]. In the likely event that pixels
from different images are projected to the same
position, a fitness function is used to determine which
image to be used. But as the best-fit image for a
polygon is not fixed and can change from one pixel to
another along the same polygon, a better solution to
avoid the cause of seams is to combine pixels from
several images to produce an averaged texture image
according to weighting functions. The technique
greatly enhances the realism of the rendered model as
it accounts for the model reflectance changes caused
by changing the viewing position in relation to the
light sources and the 3D structure of the model.

The relief texture mapping introduced by Oliveira et
al [Oliv00b] is based on simplified 1D versions of the
3D image warping equation [Mcmi97]. A relief
texture image is warped (i.e. forward mapped) to a
plane that has the same position and orientation as the
target polygon in a pre-warping step. The generated
image is then mapped onto the target polygon by

using the conventional texture mapping operation,
which is also used for perspective image
transformation and other image-related operations.
The warping equations for relief textures mapping are
given by [Oliv00a]:

u2 =

r
t

,

v2 =

s
t

and

r = u1 + k1 displ(u1 , v1 ),
s = v1 + k 2 displ (u1 , v1 ),
t = 1 + k 3 displ (u1 , v1 )

3. DERIVATION OF CYLINDRICAL
WARPING EQUATIONS
Since a planar relief texture is a parallel projection
image with center-of-projection (COP) at infinity, the
first stage of the mapping process is to create a
cylindrical relief texture image using simple mapping
from planar to cylindrical spaces. In this case, image
pixels along the horizontal direction (the u-direction)
are projected to the same point on the axis of the
cylinder, whereas pixels along the vertical direction
are projected to different points along cylinder axis,
as illustrated in Figure 2. By using this configuration,
the center of projection of the cylindrical relief
texture image is the axis of the cylinder.

where (u2,v2) are target image point coordinates,
(u1,v1) are source image point coordinates, and
displ(u1,v1) is the depth associated with source image
point (u1,v1). k1, k2 and k3 are constant coefficients for
the current camera configuration.
Relief texture mapping adds 3D details to textured
planar polygons and provides true view motion
parallax. Its real strength originates from the fact that
it can be incorporated into conventional polygonal
systems and still offers the advantages of imagebased rendering. Its main limitation is that it is only
applicable to planar surfaces. In the described work, a
different warping surface, i.e. a cylinder instead of a
plane, is used. This resulted in a different mapping
process and a new set of warping equations

The main processing steps involved in the proposed
cylindrical relief texture mapping technique are
schematically illustrated in Figure 1. First, a simple
mapping from the planar relief texture space to a
canonical cylindrical space is computed to get a
cylindrical relief texture image. An intermediate
image is then generated by warping the cylindrical
relief texture image to its own basis by using the
cylindrical warping equations. Finally, the
intermediate image is texture mapped onto the used
cylinder.

Figure 1. The three-stage mapping process of
cylindrical relief texture mapping.

Figure 2. Simple mapping from planar to
cylindrical relief texture. While the center-ofprojection of a planar relief texture is at
infinity, a cylindrical relief texture has its
center-of-projection at the cylinder axis.
A point bs(us, vs) of a cylindrical relief texture image
with center-of-projection CsC’s , as shown in Figure
*
T
3, can be mapped to a 3D ray r = rx ry rz

[

using Equation (1):

rx  cos(2πu s )
r  = 

0
 y 

 rz   sin(2πu s ) 

(1)

Figure 3. Mapping of cylindrical image-space
point bs to 3D-space ray r. All points along one
image column result in the same 3D ray.

]

From Equation 1, all image points along one vertical
direction, i.e. one image column, will result in the
same 3D ray. Therefore, in order to warp a
cylindrical relief texture, the warp is decomposed into
horizontal and vertical warps that are performed
sequentially in cylindrical image-space along the u
and v directions. In this case, the cylindrical warping
equations for both directions can be developed in 2D
space with the advantages of simpler reconstruction
and efficient execution.

The cylindrical warping equations compute the image
of the cylindrical relief texture pixels on the reference
cylinder as seen by a target viewpoint Ct. In other
words, for a cylindrical relief texture image with
center-of-projection CsC’s , the warping equations
calculate the projection of image-space
*
* point bs(us, vs)
with associated depth | f | ( | f | denotes the
*
magnitude of f ) onto the same cylinder based on
target viewpoint Ct . This is illustrated in Figure 4.
The resulting intermediate point bi(ui, vi) defines the
shift in bs coordinates due to the configuration of the
target camera and the observed depth at bs.

 cos(2πu t )   cos(2πu s ) 
 C − C tx  (2)
 = 


 + δ (bs ) sx
 sin(2πut )   sin(2πu s ) 
 C sz − C tz 
and

 sin(2πu s ) + δ (bs )(C sz − Ctz )  (3)
 1 

u t =   tan −1 
 2π 
 cos(2πu s ) + δ (bs )(C sx − Ctx ) 
where δ (bs ) is the generalized disparity value
associated with reference image pixel bs; for a
canonical cylinder, the generalized disparity is
*
defined as: δ (bs ) = 1 /(1 + f )

Figure 5. The horizontal warp calculates point
bs shift in the u-direction. A 2D warp, form the
reference cylinder with center Cs to a target
cylinder with center Ct, is carried out to get
point ut, which is used afterwards to compute
u i.

Then, the u-coordinate of the intermediate image
point, ui , is given as:
Figure 4. The cylindrical warping equations
compute the shift of the cylindrical coordinates
of point bs to new point bi induced by the
position of target viewpoint Ct and the depth
associated with bs.

The Horizontal Warp
In order to compute the horizontal warp, we assume
that the viewpoint Ct is at the center of a target
cylinder as shown in Figure 5. The horizontal warp is
then computed by first warping reference cylinder
point us to target cylinder point ut. This can be
achieved by the following equations [Mcmi97]:

 C − C tx  (4)
 cos(2πu i )   cos(2πu t ) 

 + frac (bs )  sx
 = 

 C sz − C tz 
 sin( 2πu i )   sin( 2πu t ) 

where frac(bs) is a fraction of the line segment
connecting the reference and target cylinders centers,
as shown in Figure 5. It is defined as,
frac(bs ) = sin θ1 / sin(sin −1 ( C s Ct sin θ1 ) + θ1 ) . The
details involving the calculation of frac is given in the
appendix. Expanding and rearranging Equation (4),
we get the cylindrical warping equation for the
horizontal warp as:
 1 
ui =  
 2π 

where,

 −1  s  
 tan   
 t 


(5)


 sin(2πus ) + δ (bs )(Csz − Ctz ) 
 + frac(bs )(Csz − Ctz )
s = sin tan−1

 cos(2πus ) + δ (bs )(Csx − Ctx ) 


 sin(2πus ) + δ (bs )(Csz − Ctz ) 
 + frac(bs )(Csx − Ctx )
t = cos tan−1

 cos(2πus ) + δ (bs )(Csx − Ctx ) 


It should be noted that the target cylinder (shown in
dotted lines in Figure 5) is only used in the
computation of ui and it is the reference cylinder
(shown in solid line in same the figure) that is texture
mapped using the generated intermediate image in the
last stage of the mapping process.

The Vertical Warp
Applying the horizontal warp to point bs(us, vs)
produces point b’s(ui, vs) which corresponds to source
point shift along the horizontal image direction. The
vertical warp is used afterwards to compute the
vertical shift, that is from b’s(ui, vs) to bi (ui, vi).

The calculation of the vertical warp is similar to that
of the planar case. From Figure (6b), it can be seen
that
*
tan θ = (∇y ) / f = ( y − ∇y ) / (L ) ,

( )

The displacement along the vertical warp, ∇ y , can
then be calculated as:

(

)(

*
*
∇y = f * y / L + f

)

Given
y in image-space coordinates, the
intermediate point v-coordinate, vi, is defined as:

vi = v s + ∇y

(6)

It is worth noting that due to the curvature of the
cylinder, the vertical warp is an approximation to the
vertical shift. In most cases, the results are
acceptable and will not cause noticeable distortions to
the rendered images.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. The vertical warp calculates point b’s
vertical shift, that is from vs to vi , using simple
geometry. The amount of shift is dependent on
the orthogonal distance from the target
viewpoint Ct to the plane tangent to cylinder at
b’s (6a) and the associated depth at b’s. The
geometry used to compute the vertical shift is
shown in (6b).

4. RESULTS
To validate the proposed technique, depth-enhanced
panoramas and endoscopic simulations with high
fidelity visual realism have been used.

Depth-Enhanced Panoramas
The described technique can be used to generate
improved panoramas. In conventional cylindrical
panoramas [Chen95], an overlapping set of
photographs taken from a camera rotating around its
center point, are re-projected to cylindrical or
spherical surfaces. These surfaces are used later to
provide full 360-degree panoramic views [Pope01].
The user can view the scene interactively by changing
the viewing orientation, while the viewing position is
fixed. Although ordinary panoramas provide a fast
interactive
solution
for
viewing
complex
environments, the rendered images appear as flat
surfaces mapped onto cylinders or spheres due to lack
of depth.

Increased realism and more freedom of movement
can be achieved using cylindrical relief texture
mapping. By warping a relief texture image onto a
cylinder and constraining camera motion within the
cylinder, users experience convincing parallax effects
provided by the depth of the relief texture. Compared
to other IBR approaches [Chen95, Levo96, Gort96,
Shum99], depth-enhanced panoramas provide more
viewing space and require much less storage. Figure

7 shows two panoramic views of a section of the
Roman Colosseum rendered without (7b) and with
(7c) cylindrical relief texture mapping. In Figure 7c,
it can be seen how the presented method adds to the
visual realism of the rendered scene by highlighting
the structure of 3D scene elements and improving the
depth conceived by the viewer. This becomes more
evident when the scene is viewed from a near
position as shown in Figure 8.

(c)

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Views from two panoramas of the
Roman Colosseum. Views in (b) and (c) were
generated without and with cylindrical relief
texture mapping respectively. Notice the depth of
arches and the 3D structure of columns in (c).
Original planar relief texture image shown in (a).

Figure 8. The scene in the previous figure with
cylindrical relief texture mapping as seen from
a near viewpoint.

Endoscopic Simulations
Cylindrical relief texture mapping is well suited for
endoscopic simulation because the surfaces used are
closed surfaces. A surface-bounding cylinder is first
computed as illustrated in Figure 9. The image is then
warped using the bounding cylinder as the reference
cylinder. Figure 10 shows two views of the same
surface rendered without (a) and with (b) cylindrical
relief texture mapping. In Figure 10b we can see how
the 3D shape of the minute details on top of surface
are emphasized along with the parallax between
surface layers.

(a)

Figure 9. Cylindrical relief texture mapping
can be used to enhance the realism of
endoscopic simulations. A cylinder enclosing
the surface is first computed then used in the
cylindrical relief texture mapping process.

(b)

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a novel IBR method based on
warping relief textures onto cylinders. The process is
composed of the following steps: A simple mapping
from the relief texture space to cylindrical space is
used to get a cylindrical relief texture image. It is then
warped by using the cylindrical warping equations to
generate an intermediate image that is finally texture
mapped onto the target surface. Based on the
proposed technique, we introduced depth-enhanced
panoramas, a new image-based rendering modality,
that provides better visual realism and more freedom
of movement while requiring minimal storage. We
also discussed technique application to endoscopic
simulations.
One major limitation of the cylindrical relief texture
mapping technique is that it supports only one depth
value along each line of sight. Therefore, artifacts
appear when occluded parts of the original surface
become visible. Moreover, the technique cannot
correctly handle surfaces with multiple layers.

Figure 10. The use of cylindrical relief texture
mapping emphasizes the 3D shape of tiny
details and enhances parallax between surface
layers. This becomes notable the more the
viewpoint gets closer to the surface (cylindrical
relief texture mapping used in 10b).

While some work has been done to address this
problem for planar relief textures [Pari02], resolving
it for cylindrical relief texture mapping is a topic to
be explored. Further research is to be carried out on
the modification of the cylindrical warping equations
so that planar relief texture images can be mapped
onto general cylinders instead of only right cylinders
as this will lead to a significant improvement in the
quality of generated imagery when the technique is
used in endoscopic simulation. Additional area for
investigation is the use of dynamic shading [Oliv98]
in the case cylindrical relief texture mapping.
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APPENDIX Calculation of frac

Figure 11. Geometry used for calculating frac

Figure 11 shows the reference and target cylindrical
images from a top view. Points B and C are in place
of reference and target image centers of projection
respectively. From the figure we have.
sin θ1 sin θ 2
=
∆ABC
AB
BC
sin θ 3 sin θ 2
=
∆ADB
AB
1

sin θ 2 = BC sin θ1 / AB
sin θ 3 = AB sin θ 2 = BC sin θ1

sin θ 4
= sin θ 5 ∆CEF
EC
θ 5 = θ 3 − θ1
sin θ 5 = sin −1 ( BC sin θ1 + θ1 )
Solving for frac we get:
sin θ 4
BC sin θ1
EC =
=
sin θ 5 sin (sin −1 ( BC sin θ1 + θ1 ) )
sin θ1
frac = EC / BC =
sin (sin −1 ( BC sin θ1 + θ1 ) )
sin θ 4 = sin θ 3 = BC sin θ1

